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RESOURCE: A Novel a Person s Survival in the Next
Life Pages Sunday, May 4, 2011 I see the image that
is before my very eyes..... and although it is not a
memory, it is a photograph of a moment in time. It is
this moment when I relive and really quite calmly
when I reflect that it was actually an interesting
moment in time when John and I were newlyweds on
our way to a wedding in the Philippines. It was an
exciting time of new possibilities; in fact we were on
our way there specifically to find work and we knew
exactly where we would go and what we would be
doing. The photograph, like everything else about this
trip to the Philippines, was taken at the Old Harbor
ship in Clark's International airport. It was a not-so-
exciting time of waiting with John for our flight to
leave. I was on a mission to find something to wear
for my big day; trying to squeeze everything I could
get into my little pack. In my quest I found an
adorable outfit to wear that would also be perfect for a
photo shoot later that day. The tan top I found was the
perfect shade of brown that matched the general decor
of the hotel where we were to stay. My outfit would
have been a quick and easy style choice for a final
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hotel look for my last night in the Philippines; no
boots, short skirt, turquoise top and all the whimsical
embellishments that make me feel like I'm a cartoon
character. While we were there John's new gray
pinstriped suit would have been perfect and I would
have been happy with an outfit that brought a little bit
of business to my trip. It made me sad when I checked
my packing list for the last time on our way home. I
remember the journey back to USA and not really
feeling that excited about the flight home. I'd been in
the Philippines for five days and there hadn't been
time to feel like we'd truly found what we were
looking for in the Philippines. Even the trip home
seemed a little tiring and just plain old waiting for the
plane to arrive in America. It wasn't until I stepped
foot on American soil that I realized that I was
actually home. I didn't think of this photo as a
memory, but instead I was reminded of a moment in
time. I had a new tan outfit that represented a new
beginning for us and I was just a young girl home
from spending time in another country. You know
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